
Cubed Circle Newsletter 183: Extreme Rules 2015, The Cult of Mediocrity 

In this week's issue we take a look at the 2015 WWE Extreme Rules show, why it and so many 
WWE shows over the past year have been so drab, Ben looks at the return of the King of the Ring, 
the RAW follow-up to Extreme Rules and why Muhammad Ali vs. Buddy Wolfe from 1976 was 
better, NXT, and SmackDown, plus deep insight into the later half of the Extreme Rules show 
courtesy of my sleeping self. Merry May, everyone!

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter 

Extreme Rules 2015 – Mediocrity, a Sign of the Times 
Ryan Clingman 

Last Sunday WWE ran, what was as of a couple of years ago its most consistently great annual pay-
per-view event in, Extreme Rules 2015. Unlike WrestleMania just over a month ago, a show that 
grossly over-delivered on its dismal outlook established by a largely misdirected build, Extreme 
Rules did the opposite, drastically under-performing in almost every instance. The naïve may 
propose that this was but a consequence of chance, with matches such as Luke Harper versus Dean 
Ambrose, Sheamus versus Dolf Ziggler, and Randy Orton/Seth Rollin all under-performing due to 
lack of crowd heat or other consequences of the day, but when viewing the show within the context 
of the company's pay-per-view line-up since last year's Extreme Rules show, valid concerns emerge.
 
Roughly a year following Daniel Bryan's WWE World Heavyweight Title defence against Kane at 
Extreme Rules 2014 and his subsequent shoulder/neck injury, Bryan's future leading into the 
remainder of the year has been called into question after he failed to appear on the aforementioned 
Extreme Rules show. This of course poses a series of problems to the company's upper echelon of 
performers, which at present is highly deficient in star power, and perhaps more importantly, 
diversity. Diversity may seem a strange or insignificant issue to discuss in this instance – the 
company has more pure main roster talent than it has in years, after all. And this is true Cena, 
Rollins, Rusev, and Reigns all offer something fairly different, at least in principle, but in practice 
this is far from the case, with creative and talent having just emerged from a nine month dark 
period,  ready to take the trip once more.
 
The talent themselves may possess unique traits in some respects, and have shown that they can 
most certainly work differently, but in reality they don't – at least not as of late 2014, and now 2015.
Matches have become gradually more homogenized over the past couple years, and the effects of 
this process have become increasingly more evident over the past year as it certainly was on 
Sunday.
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Match layouts in particular have suffered, with all but the last few moments of any particular match 
exhibiting true importance, which may indeed be the cause for a decline in crowd heat during 
RAWs, and even some pay-per-view events. Regardless of what one views pro-wrestling as, a soap-
opera, pseudo-sport, art, or strict reality type show, the goal should remain identical –  to entertain 
and engage the audience. But, when one is given countless head locks, flat nearfalls and empty 
moves leading to an exchange of the "real" nearfalls, which are the only spots audiences have been 
conditioned to react to, only the final few minutes contribute at all to the entertainment value of a 
match, leaving everything that precedes them dull, empty, and often times lifeless. This is not a fault
of the talent, but rather the writing stuff and agents, and beyond them even, the general direction of 
the company – that direction being one towards a more homogeneous, sterile, and controlled 
product.
 
Brock Lesnar is a tremendous talent, but it is his ability to circumvent these restrictions and produce
matches that are exciting and compelling stories rather than forgettable, filler-padded, three minute, 
near-fall exchanges with an interference spot or two on occasion. Daniel Bryan, at times, also 
produced different matches, a most recent example being his bout with Reigns at Fastlane, but even 
then, he is limited by the ever-growing constraints of a style that is anything but evolving.

 

This major, company-wide issue relates directly to the Extreme Rules pay-per-view, and explains 
why it was a disappointment. Sheamus/Ziggler was completely forgettable, because it was worked 
as though it was for TV, Ambrose/Harper was entirely misdirected in that it was more a series of 
zany spots running throughout the show than it was a riveting street fight, as it could have very well
been. The main event fell flattest of all, with copious amounts of interference in a match not only 
conducted in a cage meant to keep interference out, but also Kane as the Guardian of the Gate. It 
was Kane who assisted Rollins to victory, but only after choke-slamming him and Orton, which 
meant that the Kane face turn, which oddly felt like a hot idea, has already been cooled ice cold.
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The body of the cage match itself was also boring, however, as was the Russian Chain Match 
between Cena and Rusev. There seems to exist a mentality that main event matches not featuring 
Brock Lesnar must follow a specific logical structure, but whilst matches of this sort do feature 
chin-locks, they are all done with no care for purpose or general meaning to the match as a whole. 
Matches then break down into an exchange of near falls in the last few minutes in a manner that 
builds little, if at all, on the empty work and so called story-telling that came before hand. The 
commentary, for the home audience at least, may exist as just as significant a detractor with Michael
Cole and company killing dead any semblance of nearfall anticipation, the one aspect of big 
matches that has been kept alive, by yelling "This must be it", which of course, signals that it in no 
way is.
 
TV, which most are almost certainly aware, has also been drained of any ingenuity and imagination,
and has been instead replaced with a periodic stream of overused storylines, many of which weren't 
effective upon their initial use.
 
I recall in the weeks and months leading into the launch of the Network a growing concern that 
WWE would lose all impetus to produce quality content given an approximately constant stream of 
subscribers and revenue. From the company's perspective giving up the will to produce a 
compelling product on a monthly basis would have been a large mistake, but whether consciously 
or otherwise, this is what they have done.
 
And it is for this reason that I am forced to question exactly how good the Network and company's 
success really is for the industry as a whole. If the WWE is able to make the Network profitable 
with few fluctuations based on the quality of the month-to-month product, the importance of such 
events will shrink further, as will the quality of the product as a whole. Of course, this wouldn't be 
sustainable long term, but if they only fluctuate between levels of mediocrity, then the WWE, at 
least with respect to public popularity, will remain forever stagnant, and this is wholly bad for the 
pro-wrestling industry, which, in some respects, relies on the success of the WWE, and more 
importantly, public opinion pertaining to it.
 
On the other hand, if the Network isn't successful long term and they fail to adjust their booking 
style, that could spell major hardships for the industry in the years to follow. Even so, the positive 
relation between the success of the WWE's business and that of wrestling as a whole, should, at the 
very least, be reconsidered. 
 
Extreme Rules doesn't signal the beginning of a great decline or a fatal wound or anything of the 
sort for the promotion. However, it is more what Extreme Rules 2015 represents that, whilst not 
putting the company in serious harm, most certainly serves as a creative detriment to the product, 
which may, if not at least partly resolved over the next few years, have a major negative impact on 
the company moving forward –  an effect already strongly felt on its artistic character.

WWE Extreme Rules April 26th 2015 
Allstate Arena, Chicago, Illinois
Ryan Clingman 

0 Wade Barrett vs. Neville

Barrett rubbed Bryan's injury in, which led to a challenge to Neville, a man who has already been 
beaten, and is now relegated to the pre-show. Even if he already exists as a lower midcarder whose 
match is less important than a WWE Network commercial, this Chicago crowd was still into him as 
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expected – or NXT at least. Neville landed some dives, getting in some good offence, and actually 
ended up pinning Barrett with the Red Arrow, but unfortunately, this was on a throw-away pre-show
match against someone who loses constantly. 
** ¾ 

They opened with a horrifically cheesy video package, featuring not only annoying music, but a 
lady with a fake robot voice. 

1. Chicago Street Fight 
Dean Ambrose vs. Luke Harper

Seeing as how Ambrose and Harper always wear jeans and shirts of one kind or another, they 
should have been forced to wear pro-wrestling attire for this street fight. Ambrose took a vertical 
suplex onto an open chair. The pair went back and forth some, with Ambrose being caught on a 
tope, but sliding back into the ring for a jawbreaker lariat from the apron. They then spilled into the 
back –  never a crowd pleaser. Ambrose threw a steel pipe as hard as possible at the back of 
Harper's head. Harper then drove off in a car with Ambrose in it, which led to boos and "CM Punk" 
chants. So of course, instead of just continuing with the match they cut to Hunter in the back, who 
continued with the standard Kane/Rollins bickering. This was an unnecessary stupidity. Rightful 
"boring" chants ensued. 
* ½ 

First good match opportunity out of three total had been killed. 

2. Kiss Me Arse Match
Dolf Ziggler vs. Sheamus

Sheamus garnered  unremarkable heat from the onset, grabbed, per WWE standards, quite the 
engaging headlock. Dolf attempted to topple Sheamus with a series of splashes in the corner, he 
looked to be making progress, but was knocked back down to the mat. After a fairly unremarkable 
match, Dolf pinned Sheamus with a roll-up. They milked the stipulation for all it was worth, but 
Ziggler was laid out anyway and forced to kiss Sheamus' arse PG style(thankfully). Two good 
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possible matches killed thus far; two to go.
** ¾ 

3. Tag Teem Championship Match
Cesaro & Tyson Kidd w/ Natalya vs. Kofi Kingston & Big E w/ Xavier Woods

The New Day's gimmick is now that of a babyface team who are actually heels, as was made 
evident by Kingston's pigtails. Cesaro caught Big E mid-leapfrog and delivered a double stomp, 
which may as well have been on concrete – this was a feat of different kind, but still very 
impressive. Kidd landed a giro through the middle rope onto Kingston. Cesaro mauled Kingston 
with running uppercuts and landed a backbreaker from mid-crossbody. Cesaro hit his deadlift 
superplex. Kidd nailed a crazy dive. Cesaro broke up a double team pin. Kidd locked in a 
sharpshooter, but E broke it up. E was elbowed to the floor and Kingston swung into a pair of boots.
Kingston then rolled Cesaro up for tag title victory. 
*** ½ 

Young interviewed the New Day in the back, for some reason I find them strangely entertaining. 
Just then the black car showed up with Harper diving onto Ambrose brawling back into the arena. 
Ambrose hit his jawbreaker lariat in the ring. They then threw a bunch of chairs in. Harper landed a 
powerbomb onto one of the chairs. Ambrose landed a Flair-esque slam from the top rope and 
implant DDT in the ring for the win. 

4. United States Championship Match
John Cena vs. Rusev w/ Lana

Cena and Rusev were tied to the chain not with locks or cuffs, but with Velcro. This was slow and 
plodding from the onset. Rusev had the heat, it was entirely uninteresting; as matches based around 
touching ring posts often times are. This was distilled boredom. Lana acknowledged the crowd, 
which led to Rusev sending her to the back giving Cena the advantage. As so many had predicted 
Cena locked in a chain assisted STF, but Rusev made it to the ropes. Rusev locked in the camel 
clutch, but was knocked back down. This itself led to a a stalemate with Cena landing an AA and 
touching the post for the win. This worked for the crowd, it would seem; it didn't for me. 
** ½ 

Reigns spoke some about getting knocked down and getting back up. 

5. Divas Championship Match
Nikki Bella vs Naomi

Naomi was wearing neon green and yellow glow in the dark boots.  The following is what I wrote 
semi-conscious, whilst falling in and out of sleep at 04:00 on Monday – “a Call during every single 
near fallon this show spoiled them nu omacciraye scientific writing”. I don't know what it means, 
but it seems apropos.  Nikki landed a kick to the face on the floor setting up the Rack Attack and 
pinfall. 
** 1/2 

Rusev was screaming at Lana in the back, and she walked off looking sad before knocking on the 
door of the Authority. 
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6. Last Man Standing Match
Roman Reigns vs. Big Show

I distilled further insights during this match – “Reigns was surprisingly not hated here, perhaps due 
to the existence of a great ABUNDANCE isn't trainedhef. Reigns fire weapon acquisition was a 
table, which Show stole from Roman”. This show was boring, everybody. Show was sent head first 
into the ring post, but then a few minutes later broke a table with his bare hands. Reigns fought back
with kendo stick strikes, but was cut off. Show then broke Roman's kendo stick, yelling, "I am a 
giant I don't need weapons". Reigns fought back with chair strikes to the back and brought several 
tables  into the ring –  a desperate attempt to remedy things . Reigns took a KO punch, but made it 
to his feet. Show was sent through a table leading to a double down. I fell asleep again – “this 
leading to one particular nature related to poems”. I don't know how I can type whilst sleeping, but I
can. Reigns took a few shots to the stomach. Show went to the top rope but was hung up leading 
Roman to chuckle like the Cena-clone he is. He then grabbed a pair of tables from under the ring 

and set them up side by side. Reigns landed two Super Man Punches, went for a third, but was 
choke-slammed to the floor through the two tables. It was then time for the obligatory announce 
table spot. The crowd was determined not to care about these men, despite Show and Reigns trying 
ever so hard. Show looked for a spear through a table, but was, of course, side-stepped going 
through the table. Reigns landed a spear for a double down. Roman ran full force into Show with a 
spear through the barricade –  of course both men made it to their feet, with that spot serving as 
nothing more than a transition in 2015. Reigns landed a running spear through the Spanish 
announce table. Then we had the "we can't just knock you out", finish, with Show buried under the 
announce table, a finish they have already utilised a number of times, for the final visual.
*** 1/4 

There was a montage of wacky Tough Enough application videos. Bo Dallas returned, now with a 
moustache and goatee. He was more forceful in his delivery. Ryback came out and killed him in a 
few seconds. Rusev was backstage with Byron Saxton when Lana came by and announced an 'I 
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Quit Match' for Payback –  now Rusev can go 0-3! At this point I decided to go to bed and watch 
Rollins/Orton later on. 

7. WWE World Heavyweight Championship Steel Cage Match with Kane as Gate Keeper 
Seth Rollins vs. Randy Orton 

Kane had his best Gate Keeper gear on, a suit, naturally. There was a clever little spot early on 
where Orton pulled Rollins off of the top rope in a similar manner to RAW, where he hit the RKO, 
but couldn't in this instance. Rollins called for Kane to open the door, but of course couldn't make it 
out in time. Orton executed a springboard kick to no reaction at all. Orton caught Rollins in a snap 
powerslam off of a springboard. J&J attempted to assist Rollins out of the cage, but Orton landed a 
superplex. Further interference attempts, followed, all were thwarted. Rollins sustained what I 
believe to be the first KO via top rope crotching. Orton landed a pedigree, but Rollins kicked out. 
Rollins avoided the punt to land an enzuigiri. Next we had the obligatory Kane bump. Kane 
slammed the door on the heads of both men. J&J took a double chokeslam. Orton took a chokeslam,
Rollins looked to escape, and also took one –  this fell marvellously  flat, even if Kane was hot 
during the build. Rollins' arm was placed atop Orton who kicked out. Orton landed an RKO on 
Kane, but Rollins then ran in with an RKO of his own on Orton for the door escape. 
* ¾ 

RAW Ramblings – April 27th 2015
Resch Centre: Green Bay, WI.
Ben Carass. 

Well I’m back after moving house for what will hopefully be the last time for a while and seeing 
everything boxed up, it occurred to me that I have A LOT of junk. Forgive the laboured metaphor, 
but lugging a bunch of crap from one location to another is pretty much what the WWE have been 
doing with RAW for months. It’s the exact same unflinchingly ridged stuff presented in an identical 
manner every week before being boxed up and shipped to the next town where everything will be 
unpacked to start the whole dismal cycle over again. Thankfully, as Ryan has mentioned a couple of
times there are some changes a-coming in regard to website and newsletter content. Covering stuff 
that doesn’t make me want to throw a Mick Foley action figure through my TV is a big one. No 
doubt I will still end up burying the pitifully inept WWE product on a weekly basis, however it will 
most likely be in more general terms so we all have time for, you know, things that don’t suck. 
With that in mind, this week’s RAW sucked. And I mean, SUCKED. Dudes talked about absolutely
nothing for 16 minutes during the opening segment and since HHH & Steph weren’t there, Kane 
booked himself and Seth Rollins against Randy Orton & Roman Reigns in the main event. So 
essentially, this was a 3 hour SmackDown. Match was fine for what I saw, however reports of 
Verne Gagne passing away started to break so I was distracted by that. Rollins ate both faces’ 
finishes and was pinned by Orton. Kane revealed the result of the App vote to see who would get 
the next title shot at Payback, Orton or Reigns, or a Three-way. (Oh yeah, even in storyline the 
booking is so lazy that they just have the fans do it for them.) It was of course a Three-way and 
Reigns speared Rollins again to close the show. They teased turning Kane again, as he attacked 
J&J Security and Rollins towards the finish of the match, but no doubt he’ll be all buddy-buddy 
with them on SmackDown. – Why can’t people just turn anymore, instead of having a million fake 
turn angles first?

It was the Quarter Finals of the King of the Ring, which they announced ONE DAY(!) before at 
Extreme Rules. Bad News Barrett downed Dolph Ziggler at 8:20 of a half-assed match after a 
lame distraction finish from Sheamus, who came out and showed pictures of Dolph kissing his 
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arse. R-Truth beat Stardust in 3:45; shockingly nobody cared. Sheamus over Dean Ambrose via 
DQ at 12:40 when Dolph Ziggler ran in to attack him; match was decent enough but the finish was 
terrible. Neville pinned Luke Harper clean with the Red Arrow in 10:15 of what was probably the 
best thing on the entire show. 

Semi-Finals are Barrett/Truth & Neville/Sheamus, which I guess I’ll be recapping too. Ugh. 
Heath Slater showed up for John Cena’s US title challenge, but Rusev jumped him and tossed 
him off the stage. Lana came out and waved at the fans again, so Rusev sent her to the back and cut
a promo about making Cena quit at Payback. They are out of their mind if they break up Rusev & 
Lana. As much as I hate the fake turn, oh we swerved you, gimmick, I would be happy if this was 
all a plan that plays into the finish of the “I Quit” match with Cena. Maybe Rusev teases putting 
Lana in the camel-clutch and Cena says “I Quit” to save her, but Lana was in on it all along. – I 
don’t expect this to happen. Cena will probably, idiotically, win a THIRD match over Rusev and 
they will most likely turn Lana face and split them up. Morons. 
If you tuned in for an update on Daniel Bryan then boy were you in luck, as Brie Bella did her best
William Shatner reading from a script in rehearsal impression. She said. Her husband. Wanted. To 
be. There. More than anything. And. Was thankful. For the Fans. Supporting him. Naomi attacked 
her then beat her in a 3 minute nothing match. 

All Filler, No Killer: Heel New Day told the fans to chant, “New Day Rocks”. They didn’t. Big E 
beat Tyson Kidd in 1:25 when Xavier Woods held Kidd’s feet while E made the pin. Bo Dallas 
was squashed by Ryback in 2 minutes then Bray Wyatt appeared to defend his baby brother and to
kick off what should be an, ahem,  epic feud with Ryback by giving him the Sister Abigail. Bray 
later did another mysterious pre-tape, like we still didn’t know who he was talking about. Adam 
Rose downed Fandango in 1:45 when Rosa, dressed as a Rosebud, distracted the dummy 
Fandango by dancing. Rosa & Rose made out like a couple of 10th graders; it was gross. If you 
think they are above doing a wedding angle just so they can use the name “Rosa Rose” then you 
better think again. Damien Sandow cut a really great and REALISTIC quasi-shoot promo about 
being told he wasn’t “entertaining enough” and doing all those wacky gimmicks to prove otherwise.
Curtis Axel showed up and the segment fell off the face of the earth into the void of space. Sandow
mimicked everything Axel did like a petulant toddler and immediately obliterated any good work he
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did with his promo. It went on for far too long and was one of those cringe-worthy deals when you 
hope a non-wrestling fan doesn’t walk into the room and catch you watching such an atrocity. 
So the 48 year old Kane is the main focus of the World title program. We got a bunch of distraction 
finishes. Phantom turns for the Bellas and Kidd & Cesaro. The King of the Ring winner will surely
become an afterthought once Money in the Bank rolls around, and Booker T actually said Owen 
Hart “didn’t defy gravity” in a terribly ill thought-out line comparing him to Neville. Forget this 
abysmal show and let’s all watch Muhammad Ali vs. Buddy Wolfe from 1976 with Verne Gagne 
as the special referee. 

This was a wacky deal that I had never seen before and was an “exhibition” to “prepare” Ali for his 
match with Antonio Inoki on June 25th of the same year. Now we all know what a debacle that 
turned into, with Ali worried about Inoki stretching him and whatnot, plus the bogus rules enforced
after the idea of doing a worked match fell apart. However, the match with Wolfe was 100% a work
and Ali even took a couple of pro rasslin spots such as a backbreaker and a hiptoss. I believe the 
clip is from some legit sports/boxing archive, so the commentator spends most of the time pointing 
out how phony the whole thing is, which is funny in its own way. Wolfe may or may not gig during 
the match, as he gets some colour after Ali taps him with some fairly convincing worked punches to
the forehead. Post-match, Wolfe jumps Ali from behind and they have a pull-apart with Fred 
Blassie and Dick the Bruiser getting involved. The commentator notes that the “organizers” 
claimed that the angle wasn’t planned then buries Wolfe for taking a bump that would have earned 
him a “six or a seven” from the Olympic diving judges. “Look at this”, he states with contempt. Ali 
is then interviewed by That 70’s Guy, Vince McMahon Jr and cuts a great promo about wanting to 
face the best boxers and wrestlers in the world, including Bruno Sammartino, Gorilla Monsoon 
and Inoki. 

And that 4:28 minute clip from 1976 was better than anything on RAW by a mile.

RAW Ratings for April 27th 2015
Ryan Clingman  

Following a disappointing rating last week after a taped edition of RAW in England, the first live 
edition of the program in two weeks, much like the show that preceded it, produced a terrible rating 
and viewership – a 2.67 rating and 3.75 million viewers. Considering the fact that this show came 
the night after a pay-per-view, this should be particularly concerning. The hourly breakdown was as 
follows: 3.823 million viewers (1.59 million viewers and a 1.26 rating in the 18-49 demo) in the 
first hour, 3.855 in the second (1.49 million viewers and 1.18 rating in the 18-49 demo), and a steep 
drop to 3.590 in the third (1.38 million viewers and a 1.09 rating in the 18-49 demo). Given that 
RAW has been performing so poorly during the Mania and post-Mania season it will be interesting 
to see, should this pattern continue, how badly they will suffer at the hands of Monday Night 
Football later this year. 

As always, major thanks go to @Weffe on Twitter for his 18-49 data contributions.  

WWE King of the Ring – April 28th 2015
Wireless Centre: Moline, IL. 
Ben Carass.

This whole thing was a giant waste of time. First off, they only announced the tourney one day 
before it started and two days before the finals. Secondly, the WWE have apparently forgotten how 
to put on a one hour wrestling show, because this thing was filled with useless segments and the 
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three matches were only given 17 minutes between them. Finally, and this is the major problem, 
there is just no way that the 2015 KOTR is going to mean anything. With the IC title on Daniel 
Bryan (for now at least) and John Cena’s new role as king of the midcard as the US champion, it 
seems like they really are trying to make those neglected belts mean something. We’ve also got 
Money in the Bank in July which is the real IC/US secondary title, as whoever gets it is 
immediately seen in a different light by the fans. So are you telling me that the WWE, notorious for 
dropping angles like they never existed, can focus on FOUR major titles AND the World title 
program? – It’s just not going to happen. Someone is going to get shafted and it will likely be the 
2015 King of the Ring, Bad News Barrett. 

First Semi-Final saw Neville go over Sheamus in 5:45. Match
wasn’t much at all. Neville sold a lot and took a nasty bump 
off the apron into the announce table. Dolph Ziggler came 
out and showed the finish of the Kiss Me Arse match, which 
obviously distracted Sheamus and Neville won with the Red 
Arrow. Ziggler told Sheamus he wanted the Arse kissing stip 
to be honoured and he hit the ring for a brawl with Sheamo. 
They did a pull apart deal with refs getting involved and 
Sheamus suffered a really nasty looked gash on his eyebrow 

and was bleeding all over the place. 

Bad News Barrett downed R-Truth in 4:30 of the second Semi. Before the match, Truth did one 
of the worst promos in a long time and ranted for what seemed like 5 minutes about spiders. It was 
so dumb. Barrett won with the bullhammer; nothing else to see here. 

They aired a nice tribute to Verne Gagne and Lawler said he was grateful for Verne letting him be 
the AWA champion, which not only was a kayfabe killing line but Lawler never went back to drop 
the belt because of a pay dispute and was parading around on Memphis TV with the strap for years. 
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Filler up the wazoo with promos from Ziggler and Barrett, plus a recap of the two semis we had 
just seen. 

The 2015 King of the Ring Final was given 7 minutes. Barrett and Neville worked a decent match 
but you could tell they were rushing as they went to the near-falls pretty quickly. Finish was good: 
Neville dodged the bullhammer and went for the Red Arrow but Barrett moved out of the way. 
Neville landed on his feet then dove into a bullhammer to give Barrett the clean win. 

Jerry Lawler was supposed to do the coronation, but Barrett just put the cape and crown on 
himself. Lawler eventually showed up and congratulated Barrett, who cut a short nothing promo 
about having the class and elegance to be the king. “Austin 3:16” it was not. 

If the KOTR is going to be coming back as an annual thing then let’s hope they do a better job next 
year. Believe it or not, this was the FIRST live Network only special the main roster has put on and 
boy what a terrible job they did with everything. Promotion, hype, execution – all horrible. I would 
like to see a return to the 16 man format and have some qualifying matches on TV then have the 
quarter, semi and finals on one show like in the old days. I’m probably putting way too much 
thought into this, as we probably won’t see the KOTR tourney again for another 5 years or so.

WWE NXT – April 29th 2015
Full Sail University: Winter Park, FL. 
Ben Carass

NXT has seemingly being getting more and more popular of late. The arrival of Kevin Owens has 
been accredited as the catalyst for the surge in popularity, plus with guys like Balor, Zayn and Itami,
it isn’t hard to understand why the hardcore fans gravitate towards the wrestling-heavy product that 
NXT delivers. With that said, the NXT TV show has not been particularly good for months. The last
great show they had was the Hideo Itami showcase and that was a self-contained episode which had
nothing to do with the usual TV direction. This week kicked off the build to Takeover on May 20th 
and with the exception of the opening segment and a brief angle at the end of the show, once again 
NXT failed to live up to its own high standards of being a great pro wrestling show. The show 
wasn’t bad like RAW, it was just kind of dull, like SmackDown; only not as insignificant. 
Opening segment saw Kevin Owens call out Sami Zayn for a fight, but William Regal showed up 
instead. Regal told Owens he didn’t make his own rules then Zayn came out, ready for a fight. 
Regal booked them in a match for Takeover, however Owens refused to put the title on the line. 
Zayn cut a great promo about how Owens career would always have an asterisk next to it because 
their names were forever intertwined. Sami then stated that he fought for a “prize”, which is the 
same line Owens used on Zayn in December, and Owens gave in to the title match. – Both guys 
were great and the storytelling was top-notch. Best thing on the show by far.

Enzo, Big Cass & Carmella were backstage, yelling all over each other to the point where nobody 
was audible. Carmella was left on her own then Blake & Murphy showed up to hit on her again. 
She sent them packing then Alexa Bliss appeared and told Carmella she had no class. Carmella 
shoved her and walked off, allowing Blake & Murphy to move in and schmooze with Alexa. – Bliss
acted like a heel, which would be a weird deal if they went that way and I don’t see her fitting in 
with the toolbag Dubstep Cowboys. 

Sami Zayn signed the contract for the match with Owens in Regal’s office. Raging Alex Riley 
walked in and did his adolescent “Grr, I’m so angry” bit, which led to Regal making Zayn vs. 
Raging Al for the main event. – Riley’s character is the absolute worst. He’s about as menacing as a 
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box of fluffy kittens.  

Non-Title Match: Enzo Amore & Colin Cassady w/Carmella vs. Blake & Murphy (NXT Tag 
Team Champions). Hey, look. A wrestling match! But first, the NYC boys did their catchphrase-a-
thon and the crowd at it up as usual. Enzo & Cass won in 3:28 with the UGLIEST Rocket Launcher
I have ever seen. Match was nothing, just like all NYC boys’ outings.

Becky Lynch did a short sit-down promo. Talked about wrestling all over the world; it was pretty 
good. Her “N-Bex-T” line, however, has got to go. Devin interviewed Bayley, who was upset 
because she could find her headband. Emma showed up after she had gone with a handful of 
Bayley’s headbands. THIEVARY! A Baron Corbin vignette aired and he kind of came off like a 
heel.

Bayley vs. Dana Brooke – Brooke over in 4:25. Brooke seemed a lot more confident since last 
month’s set of tapings. She’s still super green, but at least she didn’t look lost out there this time. 
Bayley didn’t sell that she was sad about her headbands at all, until the finish came when Emma 
came out to Bayley’s music, with a Bayley t-shirt on and flaunting her ill-gotten headbands. Bayley 
was distracted and Brooke won with her Cradle Shock move. 

Regal was in his office and announced Tyler Breeze, Hideo Itami & Finn Balor in a #1 contenders 
three-way at Takeover. 

Hideo Itami vs. Adam Rose – Itami via pinfall at 2:59. Virtual squash for Hideo, who is getting 
better at the WWE body language aspect of his game. Sick-kick for the finish.

Bayley was looking for Emma in the back; she couldn’t find her. 

Becky Lynch vs. Sarah Dawson – Lynch over in a total squash at 2:30. Only thing of note was that
Lynch used Yuji Nagata’s Shirome Shiki armbreaker to get the submission.
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Rhyno cut a promo backstage on Baron Corbin.

Sami Zayn vs. Alex Riley – Zayn via DQ in 5:01. Kevin Owens was on commentary and he buried 
Riley for been a complete geek. Riley got way too much offence in on Sami, who can’t help but be 
booked as the underdog in all of his matches.  Owens attacked Zayn on the ramp for the DQ then 
gave Riley the powerbomb on the apron, hopefully to send him packing for a while. Show closed on
a close up of the fallen Zayn on the ramp.
 
Everything between the opening segment and the closing angle was pretty much mediocre at best. 
They tried to cram a bunch of stuff into an hour and as a result nothing really stood out besides the 
Zayn/Owens deal. Let’s hope the TV gets better on the road to Takeover. 

WWE SmackDown – April 30th 2015.
Wireless Centre: Moline, IL. 
Ben Carass.

Once again the main event program and WWE World title storyline was all based around the 48 
year old, Glenn Jacobs. I know he’s a “company guy” that has earned his lifer spot with 20 years of
loyal service to the McMahons, but come on. The Kane character is so stale that even the French 
would refuse to eat it and he has no business, nor does Creative booking him, as a main eventer in 
2015. It is absolute madness. Even worse is that the booking team chowderheads seem to think that 
teasing and delivering a bunch of swerve turns for the Kane character is a good idea. It isn’t. 
Remember how much steam Randy Orton lost when he kept fake turning on Rollins before Mania,
not to mention the millions of times Damien Mizdow turned on the Miz only to be back with him 
on the next show. This kind of booking is not only counterproductive, as is anything involving 
Kane in the main event picture, it also makes for horrendously predictable television. 

Show started with Kane and Seth Rollins bickering backstage; Rollins blamed him for making the 
three-way with Orton & Reigns at Payback. Kane said he wanted to make a man out of Rollins 
and booked him against Dean Ambrose. Rollins told him he was a shell of the Kane from 20 years 
ago and dared him to do something out there tonight. So the opener was Kane vs. Roman Reigns 
and, I can’t believe I’m actually going to say this, it was a perfectly acceptable pro wrestling match,
which has got to be the nicest thing I have said about a Kane match in years. The finish was lame, 
however, as Kane did the old walkout and Reigns won via count-out. Rollins told Renee he would 
never run away from a fight and claimed he would beat Orton & Reigns on his own. Ambrose & 
Rollins had a decent TV main event, nothing spectacular. Kane teased chokeslamming both Seth &
Dean, but let go when the ref threatened to DQ him. Rollins got the pin with his new awful looking 
DDT and there was a post-match beat down of Ambrose by the entire Authority, including Kane. 
Roman Reigns ran down to help and cleaned house, taking out J&J Security and Kane with 
spears. Ambrose & Reigns stood tall while Rollins escaped up the ramp to close the show. – So 
expect a Reigns/Kane rematch on RAW or maybe a tag. Either way, it looks like Kane’s main 
event saga is not over yet, which is truly depressing.

Bray Wyatt laid out Ryback again with Sister Abigail. Ryback had just beaten Luke Harper in a 
ponderous match and Wyatt appeared in the ring after a lights-out spot. Bray also cut another pre-
tape later on, rambling about this and that. – I’m going to give them a chance with this feud. It 
seems like a dumb idea on paper, but they’ve kept it simple and had the heel lay out the face twice, 
so let’s see what they follow up with. Bray really needs better logic for going after Ryback though; 
his usual incoherent ramblings don’t make any sense for this program.
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Trunk Full O’ Junk: Damien Sandow beat Cutis Axel in a nothing match. Sandow mimicked 
ring announcer, Jo-Jo and introduced Axel too. It was death. Why is he still doing this shadowing 
stuff if he is no longer a stunt double? I really don’t get it. We got a Tag title rematch from Extreme 
Rules. Match was good; Kidd & Cesaro were the faces and New Day were hated, as usual. They 
went  and it was enjoyable, but once again the finish was poor as New Day were DQ’d when 
Xavier Woods interfered. Hey, at least this one sets up another title match down the road for Kidd 
& Cesaro. Backstage, Cameron & Summer Rae made fun of what Naomi did to Brie Bella on 
RAW; Nikki over heard them and challenged Cameron to a match, which was no good and Nikki 
won in . The only other thing worth noting on the show was the Tough Enough videos from fans. 
Amidst the reel of geeks was Scarlet Bordeaux, who has appeared as one of the Rosebuds before 
so I find it weird that she would submit a video for this thing. Maybe they have already cast her for 
the show and wanted to get her face out there, I doubt it though. I would assume she is not under an 
ROH contract as she does very little apart from paying timekeeper for them anymore, so if she 
wanted to be on the show I suppose she could.  Jeez, imagine getting excited over the pretty ring 
announcer/time keeper for ROH appearing on screen for 3 seconds. Well, I’m afraid that is what 
SmackDown has come to these days. 

Next Week's Issue

In next week's issue we (hopefully) will be looking at New Japan's build to Wrestling Dontaku, 
WWE's Payback direction, possible format alteration announcements and more!
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